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A little Science before the Sanding: 
     Questions: Why do we need primers in the first place?  

      A:  Primers are conversion coating used to help paint mechanically cling to whatever the substrate is being 
painted.  
 
 There are 2 types of bonds in chemistry:  molecular and mechanical.    
Molecular or chemical bond takes place in the electron orbits of the agents making up the mixture.  Once 
formed this type bond is extremely hard to break.  
     Mechanical bonds are formed by some other means of fastening one thing to another.  Screws, rivets, and 
glues are types of mechanical bonds.  There is also a bond formed by the absence of air between very thin films 
of non-porous materials.  This is known as surface tension.   This type of mechanical bond can be easily seen 
when one applies paint to glass.  Once the paint has dried to a film the only thing holding this sheet to the 
slick glass surface is the lack of air between the two surfaces and any minute scratches in the surface of the 
glass giving the film another point to grasp.  
      Some etching primers have harsh chemical compound that are designed to actually “eat” into the surface 
of the substrate to be painted, creating nooks and crannies for the paint to form into.  Referred to as adding 
“Tooth to the surface” this technique is used on most metal surfaces. Most zinc chromate primers are of this 
type.   Alas they were on the EPA’s list of things to be phased out by 2012.  
      When we sand a substrate surface we are adding very tiny peaks and valleys that serve the same purpose.    
Primers are for the most part dead flat materials with lots of very porous filler solids (mainly Talc) to help cross 
some of these uneven peaks and valleys while remaining open enough to continue to provide “Tooth” to the 
material, giving our Paint film additional “points” to seize on.   If we make this surface too smooth we risk 
some areas failing to form a lasting bond or hold well after drying.  
      Because primers are porous, moisture and/or Water easily wick by capillary action through its solids all the 
way to the underlying substrate where if not allowed to completely dry can be trapped causing rust, bubbles 
and other de-lamination under the finished paint.   For these reasons wet or damp sanding of primers is highly 
NOT recommended by many major paint manufacturers.   
     Getting our primer semi-smooth, blemish free and tack-rag clean is important to the overall finish of just 
about anything worth painting but it should be accomplished DRY.   Further if our primer is loading up the 
sandpaper it very likely is not completely dry to begin with.  Remember the Nose TEST; with your nose directly 
on the surface you can still smell paint…it is NOT dry.   DRY you can sand primer finish to an almost polished 
look with 360 to 600girt sandpaper.   NO water needed at all.  
 
    Another often over-looked thought concerning sandpapers:  Sandpapers are an expendable shop material.  
Relatively cheap; they are intended to be used and tossed, actually throw away items like shop towels and rags.  
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On to WET SANDING:  Wet sanding of Dry, Finished Paint on the other hand is an excellent way to 
remove some of the most awful goofs, blunders and missteps in painting.   Dust, dirt, hairs, orange-peel, runs, 
sags and masking paint dams can be completely removed with this technique.   
 What do we need for Wet Sanding?   For proper wet sanding we need Lots of water, on large objects a 
running hose is often used, rags, and Wet/Dry Sandpapers in grits from 240 to 2000grit.   On those large 
areas project, (cars, trucks, boats, planes, trains) these papers can be mounted on pneumatic (air powered) 
orbital and palm sanders.   For our smaller MMX, Model and MPR Model Rockets we can get away with a 
bucket, terry towels, and those same sandpaper grits on either aluminum T-bars, Plastic sanding blocks or 
folded over palm plates.   There are also other sanding products that can be used with or without air tools.  3m 
Scotchbite pads in various abrasive forms, I don’t want to call them grits, do a fantastic job removing spray 
paint can paint dams and orange peel on finishes.   Some like to use steel and stainless steel wools on some of 
the harder shell (Imron or Urethane ) finishes.    
 
Preparing the model and sanding:   
 Make very sure you have a good seal around your motor mount and that the nosecone is either very 
tight or can be swapped out for a plug that can be sealed.  We really do not want water inside our cardstock 
tubes.   Wicking Thin CA into the first inch of so of the forward end of the body tube can be helpful.  Leaving 
the painted on Nosecone in place often works well.  As does holding the body in nose down orientation while 
wet sanding.  We can also do our wet sanding in stages allowing the model to dry out between sessions.   
 Try to work with the finest paper or pad that will do the job.  Let the sanding media and water do the 
work.  Rubbing too hard or with too aggressive an abrasive can ruin the very finish we are attempting to save.  
 Try to work in small circles rather than back and forth or in a linear motion.  The smaller the circle the 
better on paint dams.  Removing Orange-peel or embedded dust a bit larger circling motion can be used.  Try 
to take your time… this is not a race.    To be perfectly honest I’ve fallen asleep while sanding, try to focus 
your attention LOL!!!  

 Check progress often:  Use a wet sloppy soaked rag to wash the slurry from the surface into the 

waste water bucket, Rinse your Sandpaper or Scotchbrite pad in the waste water bucket before sticking it in 
your clean water bowl.  Use only clean water to begin anew if more needs to be removed.  
 Work from the worst area to the best, and keep firmly in mind this technique DOES remove some 
paint.  It’s possible to sand all the way thru a layer on multi-color paint jobs if they are one-coat color 
applications.  
 
    I mentioned Scotch-Brite hand pads a couple times.  I can’t tell you how many finishes I’ve saved with 
these synthetic fiber grit infused pads.  I use mainly 2- #7447 Maroon (360-400grit) Aluminim Oxide and 
#7448 Light Grey (800-1000grit) Ultra fine Silicon Carbide.   There are 7 others with much heavier grits that 
can do as much damage as sandpapers.    I’ll be using the 7448 Ultra Fine during the demonstration.  These 
pads are available from most any paint store, automotive paint supply and even some well supplied hobby 
shops.  
 
Below is a pictorial of paint dam Wet sanding process. 
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